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1. Background information
This mission to Uganda was organised from 25th November to 5th December 2015, with the support of
the Government of Japan. It is the third of a series of 4 missions. It aimed to assess and document
the progress made in the reconstruction of Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga and deliver the Tour guiding
manual designed during the July 2015 workshop held at Kasubi. The mission also aimed to start
working on the Technical guide on Ganda architecture. The implementation of this mission was
coordinated by the UNESCO Office in Nairobi.

1.1. CRAterre mission objectives and work assignments
This mission is the third of a set of four missions that CRAterre should implement as part of the
contract N°4500235487 to evaluate the reconstruction process of Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga.

Objectives of this third mission
The objectives of this mission were the following:




To evaluate the site and report to UNESCO
To deliver the “Tour guiding Manual” to the Buganda Heritage and Tourism Board
To start work on the technical guide on thatch

Assignments for CRAterre
The work assignments for CRAterre are described as follows in UNESCO contract:
Evaluation missions




To organise four evaluation missions to Kasubi, approximately one every 5 months depending on the
advancement of the reconstruction works.
To document the reconstruction process in such a way that in the future, maintenance and construction of
other roofs will be easier.
To report to UNESCO on the observations made during these missions, including any recommendations for
improvement in the reconstruction work

Capacity building: tourism




To organize a one‐day workshop with the guides of this World Heritage Site during one of the four missions
in order to assess their knowledge of the site and evaluate their needs in terms of communication tools.
The training will focus on conservation ethics, reconstruction approaches, Ganda craftsmanship and
traditions, risk prevention and customer care.
To prepare a simple guide on the history and values of the site based on the booklet published by
CRAterre.

Capacity building: technical guide on thatch


To prepare a technical guide on how to build a traditional Ganda thatched roof. In doing so, CRAterre shall
liaise closely with the Japanese experts who prepared the reports on the subject.
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1.2. Selection of photos taken during the mission

Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga: No progress on the roof since July.
The contractor fixed the tarpaulin during the mission prior to the Katikkiro’s visit

Preparation of a new set of top rings for Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga

Bujjabukula, ticket office and Ndoga‐Obukaba

Ndoga‐Obukaba

Bujjabukula

The Katikkiro and Buganda Ministers visiting the site on Tuesday 1st December 2015

Meeting with the new Minister
for Culture, Royal Tombs and Heritage

The Katikkiro and Buganda Ministers visiting the site on
Tuesday 1st December 2015
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1.3. Mission activities

Tuesday 24 November 2015
 Departure from France
Wednesday 25 November 2015
 Flight to Entebbe
 Arrival in Kampala late in the evening
Thursday 26 November 2015
 Meeting with Rose Nkaale Mwanja, Commissioner, Department of Museums and monuments
 Phone discussion with Vitalice Ochieng, UNESCO Nairobi office.
Friday 27 November 2015
 Meeting with Rose Nkaale Mwanja, Commissioner, Department of Museums and monuments
 Meeting with Christopher Sebuliba, Executive Director, Buganda Heritage and Tourism Board
 Visit of the site
Saturday 28 November 2015
 Meeting with Rose Nkaale Mwanja, Commissioner, Department of Museums and monuments
 Meeting with Remigius Kigongo, Conservator, Department of Museums and monuments
 Visit of the site to discuss with Bagirinya Elias Sserumpanise, Siraji Kavuma, Isaya Kyagwe, Ibrahim
Mayanja, Patrick Mwanje, Abasi Mwanje. Documentation of the preparation of ring N°1
 Preparation of a Bibliography on Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga
Sunday 29 November 2015
 Meeting with Architect Jonathan Nsubuga, architect of the reconstruction project
 Visit of the site with Remigius Kigongo to discuss with Elias Sserumpanise, Bagirinya and document the
preparation of ring N°2.
 Discussions with the site staff (guides and cleaning staff) and with the widows
 Work on a draft timeline
 Completion of the Bibliography on Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga
Monday 30 November 2015
 Brief meeting with Rose Nkaale Mwanja, Commissioner, Department of Museums and monuments
 Meeting with Honourable Denis Walusimbi‐Ssegendo, Minister for Culture, Royal Tombs and Heritage.
 Visit of the site to discuss with Elias Sserumpanise, Bagirinya and document the preparation of ring N°3
 Printing photographs for the craftsmen doing the rings
 Meeting with Architect Jonathan Nsubuga, architect of the reconstruction project and Jacqueline

Namayanja, architect
Tuesday 1 December 2015
 Brief meeting with Rose Nkaale Mwanja, Commissioner, Department of Museums and monuments
 Visit of the site to discuss with Elias Sserumpanise, Bagirinya, document the preparation of ring N°3 and
give them the first set of photographs.
 Discussion with Abbey Ssekabira, Volunteer on security, Buganda Kingdom
 Documentation of precious artefacts and properties thrown away
 Discussions with the widows
 Visit of the site by the Katikkiro of Buganda and a delegation of Ministers. Brief discussion with the
Katikkiro and with Honourable Denis Walusimbi‐Ssegendo, Minister for Culture, Royal Tombs and Heritage.
 Meeting with Architect Jonathan Nsubuga, architect of the reconstruction project and Jacqueline

Namayanja, architect to work out a new timeline.


Printing photographs for the craftsmen doing the rings
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Wednesday 2 December 2015
 Brief meeting with Rose Nkaale Mwanja, Commissioner, Department of Museums and monuments
 Meeting with Architect Jonathan Nsubuga, architect of the reconstruction project and Jacqueline

Namayanja, architect to work out a new timeline.
Thursday 3 December 2015
 Work on the reconstruction timeline
 Visit of the site
 Printing of the reconstruction timeline
 Work on the report
Friday 4 December 2015
 Meeting with Honourable Denis Walusimbi‐Ssegendo, Minister for Culture, Royal Tombs and Heritage and
Kaddu Kiberu, Chairman of the Buganda Reconstruction Committee
 Discussion with Jonathan Nsubuga, architect of the reconstruction project
 Meeting with Remigius Kigongo, Conservator, Department of Museums and monuments
 Phone discussion with Rose Nkaale Mwanja, Commissioner, Department of Museums and monuments
Saturday 5 December 2015
 Visit of the site to document the finished rings and look at the firefighting equipment in place
 Work on the report
 Departure from Entebbe airport
Sunday 6 December 2015
 Arrival in France.
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2. Tour guiding manual
2.1. Distribution
15 copies were printed in France and brought to Uganda during the mission.
They were distributed as follows:
11 Copies were given to Ssebuliba Christopher, Executive Director of the Buganda Heritage
and Tourism Board. 6 of these copies will be given to the Kasubi guides :
‐ Stephen Mpanga, Chief Guide, Kasubi
‐ Barbara Nansumba, Guide and team leader, Kasubi
‐ Jackson Monday Magezi, Guide and Acting Cashier, Kasubi
‐ Fred Ndaula, Guide, Kasubi
‐ Lydia Nabaganda, Guide, Kasubi
‐ Adam Bamweyana, Guide, Kasubi
The remaining 5 copies will be distributed by Christopher Ssebuliba. One should be kept in
his office for archives. One should go to the Minister’s office and one to the Kabaka.
3 Copies were given to the museum
‐ 1 copy for the Museum archives
‐ 1 copy for the Museum entrance, to encourage visitors to visit Kasubi
‐ 1 copy for Remigius Kigongo, conservator, Department of Museums and Monuments
1 Copy was given to architect Nsubuga, who provided many illustrations for the production
of this manual
TOTAL : 15 copies
The soft copy of the document was given to Christopher Ssebuliba and to the Museum. More copies
can be printed in Kampala if needed (Nasser road), where good quality A3 colour prints can easily be
made. Some pages were corrected and reprinted during the mission at 800 Shillings/page (Printer’s
name: Yaya 0705072847).

2.2. Launching ceremony
The initial idea was to distribute the manual during the mission and organise a small launching
ceremony. This was unfortunately not possible because time was lacking to prepare the ceremony.
Christopher Ssebuliba, the Executive Director of the Buganda Heritage and Tourism Board also
wanted to circulate the document to various officials for approval before distributing it to the guides.
Another reason was that Remigius Kigongo, conservator at the Department of Museums and
Monuments was out of the country. As one of the co‐authors, we felt he had to be present for the
ceremony. The launching ceremony will therefore be organised at the beginning of January 2016.
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3. Tecchnical guide on
o Gand
da thatcching
e mission
3.1. Work done during the
one to produuce new dra
awings or
As the site was at sttandstill duriing the misssion, nothingg could be do
take photographs. The only activity
a
docuumented waas the prod
duction of the top 3 rings by
Sserump
panise Elias and his tea
am. Daily vissits were organised at the site to take photo
os of the
differentt production stages.
However, a large am
mount of doccumentationn was collectted to feed the
t technicaal guide. Mo
ost of this
documentation wass obtained from archittect Nsubugga, who has become tthe main source of
knowled
dge on Gandaa thatching generally,
g
annd on Muzibu
u‐Azaala‐Mpanga in partticular.
This documentation will be analyysed in 20166 to serve as a base to dra
aft the Technnical guides.
For moree informatio
on on the list of documennts collected, please refer to the bibliiography in Appendix
A
5.3. pagee 31.

3.2. Work plan to
t complette the tecchnical guide
The reco
onstruction of
o Muzibu‐Azzaala‐Mpangga will take at
a least 2 yea
ars (until endd of 2017), according
a
to the w
working sessiions we had on the recoonstruction timeline.
t
Completing thee technical guide
g
will
take as much time, because ea
ach step neeeds to be documented
d
as implemeentation takes place.
on is unfortun
nately not poossible.
writing tthe technicall guide beforre the roof reeconstructio

2016

2017

Dataa collection from
m existing sourrces (CRAterre / Nsubuga / Museum…)
M
Collecting additional data as connstruction takes place
Work of co‐aauthors (intangible)

Circulatting draft
Corrections

Jaanuary 2016: en
nd of UNESCO‐CRAterre
Distribution
n

Conttract amendme
ent N°2 by UNE
ESCO

It is imp
portant to note
n
that the
e UNESCO‐CCRAterre con
ntract ends in January 2016. If we want to
conduct the documentation pro
ocess to its conclusion, contract No. 45002354487 should again be
amended by UNESCO
O.
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4. Site evaluation
4.1. General site evaluation
The following chart was designed in 2014 and updated during this mission. It intends to present the
state of conservation of the main components of the Kasubi Tombs site. Conserving these elements
is essential to maintain the outstanding universal value of the site, and to reaffirm its World Heritage
Status. For each element, an assessment of the state of conservation is suggested on the outer circle
of the chart. The green portion indicates strong authenticity and integrity. In opposition, the red
portion signifies important losses or changes.
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4.2. Strengths (revised in December 2015)

Management and site development
 A new Minister for Culture, Royal Tombs and Heritage (Owek. Denis Walusimbi‐Ssegendo) is in place
and considers rebuilding Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga as his main priority. The traditional management
system is still in place.
 The Buganda Heritage and Tourism board is now operational; it deals with tourism management, staff
management and regular maintenance. It does not interfere with major conservation works.
 Architect Nsubuga and his team produce monthly reports.
 The site has been revitalised after the 2010 tragedy.
 Human and financial resources are mobilised.
 Wabulakayole’s essential role is recognised by the Kabaka and by the new Minister.
 A solar power plant provides electricity for the custodians.
 Fire extinguishers are in place.
 An archaeologist supervised the excavation of a hole for the underground water cistern.
 The national technical committee is holding meetings again.
Architecture
 The site has 6 thatched roofs that reflect the expertise of the thatchers.
 2 of them have kept a high degree of authenticity (Bujjabukula and Ndoga‐Obukaba).
 Jonathan Nsubuga, the architect managing the reconstruction of Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga has a good
understanding of the traditional architecture.
 The mud house that almost collapsed has been restored.
 The conservation technique is still alive and the materials still available.
 The architectural values are understood by many custodians, both at the top level of the Kingdom and
at the site.
 The museum project has been cancelled.
Fence
 The fence is now completed; it protects the entire site.
 Encroachment is not possible from outside.
Natural elements
 The fence will protect the farm land. Custodians and guides mention the return of animals that had
become rare such as monkeys.
 Medicinal plants are still available in large numbers.
 Different tree species can be found.
Visitor’s management and experience
 Experienced guides are available.
 An open air exhibition is displayed at the site entrance. It has suffered and would require
replacement, but it remains a very efficient education and interpretation tool.
 The road signs leading to the site are still in place.
 The traditional life on site is real (custodians are not acting before the visitors), they keep living,
cooking, farming, using medicinal plants in the traditional way.
 The garbage heaps have been removed from the site.
 Toilets are now available all around the site.
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4.3. Weaknesses (revised in December 2015)

Management and site development
 The general atmosphere is deteriorated by high tensions between custodians. Most custodians keep
performing their duties but they feel neglected by the current site management team.
 The decisions making process at the site still needs clarifications.
 The right procedures concerning rituals are controversial.
 The architect (Nsubuga) who is the most knowledgeable person as far as the reconstruction of Muzibu‐
Azaala‐Mpanga is concerned is considered by many custodians as an obstacle.
 The conservator of the Department of Museums and Monuments responsible for Kasubi (Remigius
Kigongo) is rarely on site.
 UNESCO is not systematically consulted or informed when changes are planned. Plans are still
discussed concerning the construction of a cultural village on the farmland.
 The reactive monitoring mission reports are not well distributed, information in general does not
circulate fast enough within Uganda and internationally.
 Japanese and CRAterre experts don’t receive reports prepared in Uganda (by Museum, Nsubuga)
 There is no shared vision on the site development. A master plan is urgently required.
 Many custodians express their dissatisfaction with current changes. They want Omega the contractor
to leave the site, now that concrete/steel work is complete.
 The craftsmen are not happy to see that part of their work is given to external teams.
 Wabulakayole has become very weak.
 Neither the custodians nor the guides know how to operate the fire extinguishers.
 The firefighting system is not yet operational.
Architecture
 The strong aesthetic values represented by Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga are temporarily lost.
 The percentage of contemporary building materials such as concrete has increased since 2010.
 The Ganda architecture is endangered. It almost disappeared from rural areas and the Kasubi Hill is no
longer a "protected area" for these architectures.
 Bujjabukula roof is deteriorating fast
 New buildings have been erected in 2013‐2014 without consulting the project architect supervising the
reconstruction (Jonathan Nsubuga). They do not reflect traditional architecture in terms of materials,
know‐how, shapes, textures, colours ...
 The reconstruction of Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga has not started yet.
 Huge amounts of funding are wasted due to lack of collaboration and mistakes done.
 Poles brought for Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga are not straight.
Fence
 The block wall is very high and does not reflect Ganda architecture.
 The gate with lions and lights give a cheap image of the site right from the entrance.
 Reeds fall of the fence. Some are simply removed by women for cooking.
Natural elements
 Many trees are missing along the fence and around the courtyard.
Visitor’s management and experience
 There is very little to show to visitors. The ticket office/souvenir shop is not attractive and does not
reflect the site values. The number of visitors keeps decreasing according to the guides.
 The site is poorly maintained (materials and objects abandoned on the ground).
 The booklet revised after the 2010 tragedy cannot be purchased although it is available at the Museum.
Medicinal plants are not appreciated; they could be better protected and presented to the public.
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4.4. Intangible Heritage
The lack of clarity in the management of intangible heritage seems to contribute significantly to the
difficulties currently experienced on site. Unclear practices cause delays in the reconstruction of
Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga and waste valuable resources. In addition, the multiplication of improper
rituals has resulted in the loss of confidence in the persons believed to guarantee the integrity of
these intangible values. A damaging atmosphere of witchcraft war prevails on site.
According to the Bataka (hereditary elders of Buganda), “All the rituals were wrongly done and have
to be re‐done”1. In his October 2015 report, the Project Manager also emphasizes on the lack of
understanding and respect for the intangible values, and particularly on the genuine rituals which
must be followed. According to discussions held with various custodians during our mission, we
understood that real rituals do not require important funds. They need simple materials and very
limited financial inputs. Reorganization of human resources is essential to ensure that these cultural
practices are better managed and controlled. We should not forget that intangible values at Kasubi
are one of the outstanding universal values (OUV) which brought the site on the World Heritage List.

4.5. Site Management
Kingdom Governance
A new Minister for Culture, Royal Tombs and Heritage (Denis Walusimbi‐Ssegendo) is now in charge
of the reconstruction of Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga at the Kingdom level. Rebuilding Muzibu‐Azaala‐
Mpanga is his main priority. He showed us during the mission that he is entirely devoted to this task
by visiting the site several times per week. He has started working with the craftsmen directly, and
explained during the mission that he will work with all the skilled people available, including architect
Nsubuga to achieve his goal.
Governance at the site level
The current management at the site level encourages division and conflicts of interest. The strong
values that brought the site on the World Heritage List will continue deteriorating irremediably.
Personal interests continue to pass the common cultural interests of the Kingdom and the entire
Ugandan nation. This is totally unacceptable and must be corrected before the roof reconstruction
continues. Such poisonous climate is not sound and does not contribute to the spirit of cooperation
that such a project needs. Many signs show a lack of concern of custodians for the site: materials left
to deteriorate in the courtyard, reeds removed from the fence for cooking, personal belongings
thrown out behind the fence (pictures below).

Personal belongings thrown out of a hut and left on the ground after the expulsion of a woman.
This gives a very poor image to the site and depicts the despicable atmosphere that prevails on the site
1

Nsubuga J., Kasubi Royal Tombs reconstruction, Progress report, Kampala, October 2015.
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Organisation chart
The chart presented on next page takes into account the changes observed since July 2015. Nalinya
Namika is not in charge of the reconstruction anymore, and does not supervise the craftsmen as she
did during the first semester. However, the contractor is still in the system, although he is not
specialized in vernacular building techniques. We recommend that only professionals specialized in
traditional construction techniques be involved in the next phases.
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4.6. Visitor Management
Ticket office
The ticket office is the second element visitors encounter on their site tour. Even if it is not part of
the traditional site setting, efforts should be made to make it more appealing culturally. This is where
people pay before their visit; they should be given the impression right from there that the visit is
worth the money they pay for. The place could reflect the incredible know‐how of Ganda craftsmen
instead of displaying industrial tiles and painted walls. The new ticket counter made of low quality
imported materials is adding to this poor image; it reflects the misunderstanding of the site values by
its managers. On the same counter, a paper promoting an Airtime loading system is displayed. This
could be acceptable in a business centre, but not in the ticket office of a World Heritage Site. The
highly skilled Ganda craftsmen should be mobilized to improve on the ticket office.

Ticket office

Guides dressed in 3 different uniforms

Souvenir shop selling paintings only

New counter in the reception office

unnecessary advertisement pasted on the counter
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4.7. Fence
The fences remain a good protection for the site. However, they increase maintenance burden. As
shown on the pictures below, the inner fence is not respected by the custodians. Women admitted
removing reeds from the inner fence for cooking. Concerning the outer fence, termites eat the
vegetal ropes that hold the reeds in place. All the sound parts should be treated to slow down further
destruction by termites.

Section of the outer fence wall
not yet attacked by termites

Reeds falling off the wall buttresses

Reeds falling off the wall due to the deterioration by termites of the vegetal ropes holding them in place

Sisal rope used

Braiding the sisal rope

Termites on the reeds

Reeds removed by women for cooking
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4.8. Bujjabukula
As we mentioned in the July report, Bujjabukula is the oldest and most authentic architectural
elements of the site and as such, it deserves to be well preserved. The roof has continued to sag
since July, deep gullies can be seen in the thatch and leakage was witnessed during the mission on
both sides of the corridor, in the hidden areas where the public has no access.
In the future, the roof will need to be dismantled and reconstructed with the proper slope, according
to the archive photograph presented in the July report2.
Need for urgent preventive measures
We understand that Bujjabukula is not a priority now, because the pressure on Muzibu‐Azaala‐
Mpanga is too high. However, doing nothing now could lead to the deterioration of some elements,
such as the reed decoration at the entrance or the internal rings under the roof. This would be a
terrible loss. As a preventive measure, the gullies need to be fixed while work continues on Muzibu‐
Azaala‐Mpanga. Small quantities of work are needed at this stage to block water penetration. The
more we wait, the more materials will be required. Grass is actually available on site, in the sheds at
the back of Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga. This grass will certainly not be good enough in 2017 to be laid on
Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga. We therefore suggest using it now to fix Bujjabukula and allow the structure
to resist until 2018.

Front part of Bujjabukula. The roof is water‐soaked
at this point and leaks

Decayed grass bundles and gullies on the southern side

Decayed grass

Available grass bundles stored on site

2

Moriset S., Evaluation mission 2 on the reconstruction of Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga, tombs of Buganda Kings at Kasubi, a
rd
th
World Heritage property of Uganda: Mission undertaken from 3 to 13 July 2014. Grenoble, UNESCO, CRAterre, 2015
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Gullies on the northern side

Deep gully crossing the thatch

Leakage

Unsightly elements
We also noticed a lack of respect of this architectural element. Apart from the awful lighting system,
the custodians have placed posters on both sides of the corridor. This is not new, but there were
fewer posters in the past, and they were placed in more discrete areas. These posters do not add to
the architectural or cultural value of this element and should be removed.

Corridor crossing Bujjabukula

Unsightly lighting system

Posters displayed in the entrance
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4.9. Ndoga‐Obukaba
The roof and the entrance are generally well preserved. We only observed a decaying process of the
thatch on the eastern side, under the coffee tree. The branches are driving humidity inside the thatch
and they prevent drying after the rain.

Steep thatch roof generally well conserved

Well preserved entrance

Coffee tree branches affecting the thatch
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4.10. Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga
The 24 new rings installed between March and July 2015 have been removed, except the 3 top rings
which keep hanging. They have suffered from the rain and will soon be removed. This step backward
in the reconstruction was due to the fact that the shape was completely different from what had
been agreed upon by the architect, the national technical committee and the various experts. The
curvature and height did not stick to the 1938 ceiling that was 8,7 meters high in the centre. The 24
rings in place in July were also not perfectly circular.
During this mission, a new team of craftsmen was mobilised by the new Minister for Culture, Royal
Tombs and Heritage to produce 3 new rings for the top (the 3 smaller rings). These 3 rings are called
enkata (smallest) katumyo (middle rings) and buggwe (largest of the three)3. The new rings produced
are very good in quality, but were unfortunately produced by an external team of Bagirinya, coming
from Lubanja. They claim to be only contracted to produce the top 3 rings and that they are not
supposed to produce the other rings. But they want to join the other Bagirinya team to work on the
remaining rings. The rings measure approximately 9cm in diameter. They are made of palm fronds
(mawume) tied together with a sisal rope. Once the ring is shaped, it is covered with a layer of
braided sisal rope.
A part from the rings, no other works have commenced yet. Only intangible activities took place.
Procurement of materials did not start either. Materials found at the site are the same than those we
saw in July, stored in the shed behind Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga. The 21 rings dismantled in July by the
Wabulakayole team were inappropriately left on the ground, exposed to humidity and termites.
None of the reeds can unfortunately be recycled.

Tarpaulin worn and insufficiently covering the structure
28th November 2015

Traces of water damages on the slab and pillars
3

Contractor team fixing the tarpaulin
30th November 2015

Top three rings hanging
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Structure almost
fully covered by the
1st of December

Despite the tarpaulin, timber poles and rafters
remain exposed to the rains

Grass bundles stored under the shed

Dismantled rings decaying on the ground

Sisal rope used

Braiding the sisal rope

Braided sisal rope
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Y

Braiding the sisal rope

Shaping the first ring
Shaping the first ring

Fiber used to
tie the rings

First 2 rings completed
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First ring completed
with its braided sisal rope layer

Wrapping the third ring with the braided sisal rope

Wrapping the third ring with the braided sisal rope

Third ring completed
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Proposed timeline to rebuild Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga
The following timeline was produced based on discussions with the craftsmen and with architect Nsubuga.
This is an ideal timeline.

MUZIBU‐AZAALA‐MPANGA
2016
MANAGEMENT

J

F

Identi fy expert tea m to ens ure s ci enti fi c/techni ca l s upervi s i on
Sel ect worki ng tea m for the roof recons tructi on
Agree on the work pl a n
Meet on a weekl y ba s i s

CEILING
Prepa re 3 new top ri ngs
Identi fy a nd i nvi te ri ght peopl e for ri tua l s
Va ri ous ri tua l s to be performed pri or to i ns ta l l i ng cei l i ng
Determi ne s upport s ys tem for the top 3 ri ngs
Di s ma ntl e previ ous ri ngs
Determi na ti on of 52 ri ngs pl a cement methodol odgy
Ma rk pos i ti on of the 52 ri ngs on the ground a ccordi ng to pl a n
Fi x 3 new ri ngs a t the top
Ha rves t vegeta l ma teri a l s for the cei l i ng
Reed prepa ra ti on (cl ea ni ng)
Prepa re reed bundl es wi th pa l m fronds ti ed wi th bi ndi ng wi re
Ins ta l l 49 other cei l i ng ri ngs
Bui l d reed web cei l i ng a bove the ri ngs
Sel ect the pol es a nd bri ng them to s i te
Ins ta l l ti mber pol es to s upport cei l i ng
Publ i c Rel a ti ons Acti vi ti es a fter i ns ta l l a ti on of pol es
Cl ea ni ng reeds for ma i n entra nce
Bendi ng of reeds a t correct a ngl es
Decora te entra nce wi th reeds /fi bers a ccordi ng to a rchi ve photos

THATCHWORKS
Va ri ous ri tua l s to be performed pri or to tha tchi ng
Ha rves t vegeta l ma teri a l s for the tha tched roof a nd s uppl y s i te
Bundl i ng the gra s s a s per Wa bul a ka yol e's a pprova l
Ns a mbya purl i ns pl a cement
Surfa ce reeds
Structura l tha tch bea ms (15mm di a )
Upper s urfa ce reeds
Structura l reed works on externa l roof overha ng
Pl a cement of gra s s bundl es

DECORATION
Va ri ous ri tua l s to be performed a fter compl eti ng the tha tch
Publ i c Rel a ti ons Acti vi ti es a fter compl eti ng tha tchi ng
Interna l fi ni s hes
wa l l dres s i ng ‐ba rk cl oth curta i ns
fl oor dres s i ng‐ ba rk cl oth
fl oor dres s i ng ‐l emon gra s s
Decora ti ve fl oor s l a b(emi keeka )
Cl ea ns i ng (Kunyokeza ) of the bui l di ng i nteri or ‐ Smoki ng

ARTEFACTS
Photogra phs to be obta i ned from Uga nda Mus eum
Objects /Rega l i a ‐ Spea rs da ma ged to ha ve remedi a l works ca rri ed out
Copper s pea rs l os t to be reca s t a s per records
Meda l s to be obta i ned from s peci a l i s t meda l s uppl i ers
New s hi el ds to be s uppl i ed a nd i ni ti a ti on ceremoni es to a ccompa ny works
Drums des troyed to be ma de:‐Mus i ba l us ons o drums (l ong drum wi th s na ke)
Two groups of drums for new moon fes ti va l s & s peci a l occa s s i ons

FINISHES
Ri tua l s a fter compl eti on
Externa l works ‐ Compa cted l a teri te works for s torm wa ter dra i na ge
Res torti on of wa l kwa y i n courtya rd wi th s ta bi l i s ed compa cted s oi l
Ha nd over home to Cus todi a n

FINAL INSPECTION
OPENING CEREMONY

BUJJABUKULA
Emergency repa i rs on the roof

NDOGA OBUKABA
Tri mmi ng tree bra nches to prevent further deteri ora ti on of the tha tch
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4.11. Firefighting system
The firefighting system is not yet in place. Many items have been set up (extinguishers, borehole,
solar power plant, overhead water thanks), but important components are still missing, including the
underground tank, the water pumps and the water cannons.
It is obvious that no work on the ceiling and roof should commence unless the firefighting system is
operational and the site staff is trained on how to use it. This will take several additional months. This
time should serve to plan the ceiling reconstruction in details, solve all the management and rituals
issues, install the lightning arrestor and start procuring materials. Given the current tensions and
rivalries at Kasubi, there is no need to work on the ceiling if security is not ensured within the site.

450 m3 hole dug for the underground water tank

Extinguishers in place

Pump House, empty for the moment

Borehole, dug but not yet connected

Tanks in place near Muzibu‐Azaala‐Mpanga
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5. Appendixes
5.1. Newspaper articles
Bukkede newspaper, Wednesday, December 2, 2015

Bukkede newspaper, Wednesday, December 2, 2015
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5.2.

Report by Vitalice Ochieng, UNESCO Nairobi office
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